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EDITORIAL 
 
This is the 50th Bulletin that has been published since I resumed the Editorial role in 2013. In 
the absence of other copy I therefore feel justified in marking this milestone by indulging 
myself with a picture on the front cover and an article about how I acquired this Hudson 
back in 1970. It is a sobering thought that when I bought DRX 67 it was 35 years old which, 
to a 22-year old, seemed a lot at the time but now my daily driver (a 1992 Porsche 968) is not 
far off the same age, has never been restored, and thanks to its galvanised body shell, looks 
almost as good as new. Although it has some electronic items it is not stuffed with them, so is 
eminently maintainable at home with most O.E.M. parts still readily available.  
 
I wonder how many of today’s cars will still be in daily use after 30 or 35 years, whatever their 
motive power? 
 

CLOSING DATE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MARCH / APRIL  BULLETIN IS 12TH MARCH 
 
. 
 

SECRETARY’S NOTES 
 
Well, Omicron notwithstanding, the year got off to a good start for those of us based at The 
Green. New Year’s Day dawned dry and remarkably warm in Worcestershire. With Railtons 
fettled for action over the preceding few days, both the Adamson drop-head and my own  
Cobham saloon sallied forth for lunchtime gatherings. While Peter and visiting family, 
supported by Iain McKenzie, ensured a marque presence at Shelsley Walsh, yours truly 
ventured further afield to join the V.S.C.C. at Much Marcle, some thirty miles away in 
Herefordshire. 
 
Turn-out at the Royal Oak (to which the 
V.S.C.C. has now joyfully returned) very 
much exceeded expectation with well over 
100 cars in the exclusively pre-war car park. 
While FPH was the only Railton present – 
lining up alongside a particularly elegant 
Lagonda saloon (see right) – it was good to 
meet up with other R.O.C. members 
enjoying the coffee and bacon butties. 
Russell Cook, having travelled from the 
other side of Bridgnorth, could be forgiven 
his modern transport, while Allan Lloyd 
turned up in his very smart Vauxhall Light Six with hood folded for such an unseasonably 
warm morning. Elsewhere in the car park I spotted a couple of very smart Invictas and was 
able to discuss the shortcomings of the Meadows 4.5 litre engine with one long-term owner 
of an earlier Macklin creation. Altogether a very pleasant way to start 2022.   
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We now look ahead to plans for later in the year. After the rather disappointing turn-out for 
the A.G.M. Weekend in September, I have been slightly hesitant in making arrangements for 
our one 2022 residential meeting planned for the summer. However, encouraged by 
responses to an email survey of a sample of members, the Committee has decided to press 
ahead with an event to link with the Pre-War Prescott gathering during the weekend of July 
15-17. A group reservation of twenty rooms has been arranged at the Wyck Hill House Hotel 
and Spa (www.wyckhillhousehotel.co.uk)  just outside Stow on the Wold.  A special 
dinner, bed and breakfast rate has been negotiated with this elegant country house hotel at 
£195 per night per couple sharing (£145 single occupancy). There are also a limited number 
of "feature" rooms at £275 per night. Assuming we reach the expected numbers we will have 
a private dining room on each of the nights of July 15 and 16 and early breakfasts will be 
available to allow us to reach Prescott (about 35 minutes’ drive) in time for the start of 
proceedings.  
 
Bookings should be made directly with the hotel (tel. 01451 831936) quoting code 66009 
Railton Owners Club. Our contact is Nicola Harvey, Events Manager. The same rates will 
be available for any members wishing to extend their stay either by arriving on the Thursday 
or delaying departure until the Monday. A deposit of £50 will be taken at the time of booking. 
This will be fully refundable on cancellation any time before June 15 and, in individual cases 
of difficulty, at the manager’s discretion up to within 48 hours of planned arrival. 
 
The Pre-War Prescott event is a non-competitive gathering with something of a garden-party 
atmosphere. As with Kop, members will need to make their individual entries via the website 
www.prewarprescott.com. For those wanting to drive the hill on the Saturday the entry 
charge of £60 will cover car and any passengers. Cheaper rates for spectator only admission 

Max Hunt and Allan Lloyd with the latter’s 
Vauxhall and a Meadows engine in one of the  
Invictas present at Much Marcle. 

Photos: Linda Hart 

http://www.wyckhillhousehotel.co.uk
http://www.prewarprescott.com
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are set out on the website. There are then separate arrangements for a navigational rally or 
informal scenic tour on the Sunday concluding with the option of tea in the grounds of 
Stanway House. Some members may wish to sign up for this in addition. Again, details are to 
be found on the Pre-War Prescott website. Obviously there are other possibilities for 
Cotswold visits on the Sunday before leaving for home. Arrangements for the usual Friday 
lunchtime preliminary gathering will be announced nearer the time. As members make their 
plans for this summer weekend it will help if I can be informed when bookings are made. Our 
ability as a Club to continue with at least one annual National Meeting does very much 
depend on having an adequate level of support. 
 
The Calendar Page lists other events during the year when it would be good to muster a turn-
out of Club marques. The competitive hill climb meetings at Shelsley (July 3) and Prescott 
(Aug. 7) are always enjoyable, while Kop (Sept. 24/25) offers a more relaxed experience. 
Looking further ahead we hope once again to have a stand at the N.E.C. Classic Car Show 
(Nov. 11-13). My Committee colleagues and I look forward to renewing acquaintance with 
old friends and welcoming new members at all these events. 
 
For my concluding archive piece this time I go back a full 60 years to February 1962 when 
Editor Ronald Hoare told members:  
 
“I wrote to the G.Q. Parachute Co. recently to discover what is happening to the ex-John 
Cobb Napier-Railton. They tell me it has been sold but I can’t discover to whom. Does any 
member know?”   
 
The mystery was solved a few months later when the famous car appeared at V.S.C.C. events 
in the hands of the Hon. Patrick Lindsay, Head of the Old Masters Department at Christie’s.  
 
Max Hunt 

The terrace & the 
library at Wyck Hill 
House hotel 
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THE CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN  
 
I sincerely hope you all had a happy and safe holiday season. It seems that a successful 
Christmas was nip and tuck given the circumstances. We had 2 guests cancel joining us for 
lunch a day before Christmas Day leaving us with 6 adults and 3 Grandchildren to host. It 
was a blast I must say. 
 

We are now in that time of year when many of our cars are effectively “laid up” due to 
inclement weather, repairs and such like. That said it is also a time to look forward and, as 
promised in the last Bulletin, your Committee has made the first steps towards what should 
be an exciting meeting for 2022. Details are set out elsewhere in the Bulletin but I am 
extremely pleased that our main event will be centred on the Cotswolds. It is a beautiful part 
of the country and if we can avoid the worst of the crowds should offer some very interesting 
driving opportunities.  
 

There will be the one meeting again in 2022 as last year and, as we announced earlier, this will 
be the likely agenda point forward. This means that those who favoured the National meeting 
over the A.G.M. weekend will no longer have a choice of event as they will be combined. 
This way we can best use the resources we have to organise an event to attract as many 
members as possible rather than split our efforts and get low turnout at two events.  
 

Covid still hangs heavy in the air of course – pardon the pun. I had planned to take MMT to 
Brooklands for the New Year’s Day event but that was cancelled due to the emergence of 
Omicron (has anyone else recognised the anagram here – moronic – as applied to people who 
are resistant to be vaccinated?). The Brooklands event is re-scheduled for April but that will 
clash with a holiday Ann and myself hope to take then in the Mediterranean, which will be the 
first time we have managed to get away since mid 2020. It has been a time of great change 
and considerable disappointment. I can only join you all in hoping this year is when things 
really do get better and stay better.  
 

I wish you all a Happy New Year and look forward to meeting up later in the year.  
 
Mick Jarvis 

MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

New Members 
We have just one member to welcome for the New Year:- 
 
1239   Bob Taylor (partner Marlene).  1 Wallenge Close, Paulton, Bristol, BS39 7PY. 
 Bob joins with a 1939 Hudson 6 Coupe, JPB 640. He tells us that he has owned the 

car for 56 years! After a lengthy spell in storage it has, since Bob retired from his 
building business, been undergoing a four-year “proper” restoration which is now 
nearing completion  
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1913 MODEL 37 HUDSON - AND ITS ROOF 
 
Back in August I reported meeting Richard 
Beddall, a Club member who, while not 
owning a Railton, did indeed own a 1913 
model 37 Hudson. Richard had acquired the 
car in 2018 from the Shipshewana Car 
Museum sale (formerly the Hostetler 
collection) and brought the car to the U.K. 
for restoration. The 1913 Model 37 even 
appears on the flyer for the auction as 
shown right. 
 
When Richard purchased the car the 
catalogue showed it complete with roof, but 
these parts did not materialise with the car and the museum claimed the hoops and hood 
could not be found. Richard, it must be said, is an avid collector and no novice at buying 
classic cars for his collection, so when the car arrived in the U.K. without the roof parts he 
made enquiries. As the vendor had gone out of business after the auction this was not easy. 
When he related the story to me I offered to try and see what the Club could do for him. 
Richard is currently having the car restored at the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu – the 
photo above is of the car at the Shipshewana sale but there are no more recent photos from 
Beaulieu. We hope Richard can provide these in the future. 
 
To help Richard in his quest my first contacts were with our Committee and Mike Stenhouse 
very sensibly suggested I contact Bill Kile. Bill is a very active and keen member of our Club 
living in the U.S.A. and a great source of knowledge (and spares) from across the pond. In 
late August after only a few days notice Bill Kile advised: 
 
“I did get a response from JR Hostetler. He reported that everything related to the Hudsons 
was sold at the museum auction or an estate sale. He offered no information on the top for 
your car. I received a response from the Antique Automobile Club of America (A.A.C.A.) 
library. They have no photos of a 1913 Model 37 with the top up. They had an artist’s sketch 
from Hudson sales literature, but it did not show any detail of the top. The A.A.C.A. library 
also manages the archives of the Hudson Essex Terraplane Historical Society. They searched 
both collections. 
  
I talked to Carl Weber in Massachusetts. Carl had a 1915 Model 6-54 Touring in the past and 
had John Boorinakis make top parts for him. He also has a 1909-1919 Hudson Master Parts 
book. He reports that the parts book did not include any top parts or top diagrams for your 
car. I also talked to Bill Cohen in Lakewood, Colorado. He has a 1913 6-54 Torpedo body car 
and reports that he has never come across top parts in his twenty-five years of experience 
with Hudsons. He also suggested contacting John Boorinakis in Auburn, California. 
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I wish you good luck with your search for a replacement top for your car. I will pass on any 
new information that I receive regarding a top. Let me know if I can be of further help. 
  
Bill Kile” 
 
Bill went even further on the contact with John Boorinakis: 
 
“John Boorinakis in Auburn, California, makes side irons for brass era cars. He has made side 
irons for a 1912 Hudson Model 33. He has the drawings and can produce a set for you. I am 
guessing that the side irons for the Model 33 and the Model 37 were similar. The wheel base 
of the Model 37 was three inches longer than the Model 33. The bodies look similar with the 
additional length being in the cowl.  Lead time to produce a set of side irons is a few months. 
He indicated the cost is approximately US$950. John recommends having the wood bows 
made in the U.K. because it is costly to ship from the US. He does not have a drawing or 
dimensions for the wood bows. You would need to install the side irons on your car to get 
the width dimension and scale the height of the bows from a photograph. I assume that there 
is a shop in the U.K. that can fabricate the wood bows and make the top if you provide the 
side irons. The best way to contact John is by email: johnboorinakis@gmail.com I am sure 
that we can get some photos from Merrill Maxfield to determine the size of the bows and as 
well as the size and style of the rear window.” 
 
The message was clear that the Hudson was a car of considerable interest and that there were 
people out there able to help Richard if required. Bill Kile then contacted a previous owner of 
the Hudson 37, Merrill Maxfield mentioned above. Mr. Maxfield could provide some history 
of the car and Richard, having expressed interest, received the following via Bill Kile: 
 
“History of the car as I know it. It was purchased in Butte Montana and used by a judge there 
for many years. In the early 1960s it was located and purchased in Twin Bridges Montana by 
Keith Nelson, a car collector from Salt Lake City, Utah. He kept it about a year. He lifted the 
body from the car and painted the chassis. He found a car he liked better so he sold it to 
Merrill Maxfield. The chassis and body were in good condition. It ran well. It still has the 
original body and wheels on it. 
 
In 1967 the Veteran Motor Club of America advertised a cross country tour from New York 
City to San Francisco following the route across the U.S.A. of the original 1908 tour from 
New York to Paris, France. My wife and I decided to enter that tour with the 1913 Hudson. I 
decided to check the condition of the engine and found a cracked piston. I installed new 
piston and piston rings. The cork clutch seemed to work well so I did not pull it apart. That 
was my mistake. The first day of the tour from Times Square in N.Y. there were a lot of short 
hills up and short hills down and the clutch started to slip. I nursed it for four days to 
Cleveland, Ohio where I took it apart. The Hudson has a multiple disc cork clutch. No cork 
was available in time for me to keep up with the schedule of the tour so I took some of the 
cork disks out and then lined the steel spacer disks with regular clutch lining and installed the 
clutch into the car. It was just luck that the spacing was correct. I left the clutch oil out of the 
clutch and was amazed that the clutch worked well. When I sold the car after driving it coast 
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to coast for several more tours as well as local and regional tours the car was still running 
well. I sold the car in the late 1980s.” 
 
 

The result of all this research by our Club 
member Bill Kile for our other Club 
member Richard Beddall is that Richard has 
a good guide to getting a replacement hood 
for his car which is close to original.  
 
More than that though I think it is a prime 
example of how the Club can use its resources and initiative to meet the needs of our 
members. It is what this Club us about – and long may it continue. 
 
Mick Jarvis 

Merrill also provided a detailed description 
of the hood of the Hudson and these 
photos of the car, roof attached, when he 
owned it.  

CALENDAR 2022 
 

15th to 17th July 2022  National Meeting at Pre-War Prescott  
Based at Wyck Hill House, Stow-on-the-Wold. For full details see the Secretary’s Notes but 
early application is recommended. 
 
24th to 25th September 2022 Kop Hill Climb, Princes Risborough, Bucks  
More details nearer the time. 
 
11th to 13th November  2022 N.E.C. Classic car Show 
More details nearer the time. 
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UNEARTHING THE SPIKINS HUDSON 
 
Before going up to Imperial College to read engineering and during subsequent years, I spent 
the summer vacation period at my sponsors, Leyland Motors Ltd. They ran a large 
apprenticeship scheme for both craft and student apprentices and we were accommodated in 
a newly built hall of residence. Attached to this was an old coach house where students 
enthusiastically worked on their cars. This environment was infectious and whilst I did not 
continue my career with Leyland, I took away the desire to own an old vehicle. The cars in 
that coach house included inter alia a Wolseley Hornet saloon, a straight-six Lanchester, a 
Triumph  Roadster, a flat-rad Morgan, and a Lancia Aprilia. I recall being particularly 
impressed by the advanced design of the Lancia.  
 
When doing post-graduate studies I started searching Exchange and Mart for something to fit 
the bill. I looked at several cars including a Riley Kestrel (not sporting enough) and an Aston 
Martin Mk III (too expensive) and was eventually intrigued by a ‘beetle-back racer’ advertised 
in Addiscombe, Surrey. The car was actually kept at an Aunt’s house nearby which is where I 
viewed it. Not a pretty sight as these images show but certainly interesting – more importantly 
it was in my price range. 
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The engine  fitted was from an 
MG WA (a rare beast), but I 
knew nothing of Hudson other 
than as the name in the car’s log 
book.  
 
The Railton Owners Club was 
approached and the then 
Secretary, Barrie McKenzie, 
soon identified it from this 
Chiltern Cars advertisement.  
 
It was then obvious that it was 
worthy of preservation and, 
although the MG WA engine 
was running, a decision was 
taken to restore it to its pre-war 
condition with Hudson power. 
 

                     
Chiltern Cars advertisement  - Motor Sport  Nov. 1953 
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Restoration 
The first phase of restoration was to assess the extent of the work. This proved to be greater 
even than anticipated as the chassis was in need of repair. There was minimal corrosion but 
some components were missing. The Hudson engine is mounted on three points, one under 
the gearbox. On the original MG transplant this gearbox support had to be removed by 
cutting it out. However and more serious, because of the difficulty of fitting the MG gearbox 
extension, at some later period the top of the Hudson cruciform bracing was also cut out 
resulting in a weakening and consequential cracking of an adjacent pressing. 
 
A 1936 Railton, CLV 601, was purchased to provide parts. This was a Cobham Saloon which 
had been cut apart by its owner, Len Palmer, with the intention of creating a Coupe de Ville 
body but the work had been abandoned after the damage had been done. However it was 
soon exchanged for a 1935 chassis (believed to be JY 9724) which Laurie Tann was intending 
to make into a LST replica. CLV, with the hydraulic brakes he so desired, then became JY 
9724! The CLV log-book was passed on to Paul Banks and became “associated” with another 
Railton chassis which he fitted with an original Brough Superior body.  
 

The ex-Laurie Tann car had no body and a chassis which was completely rotten at the front. 
Tann recalled recovering it from a scrapyard where the recovery vehicle had trouble lifting it 
to tow, it was so heavy. The reason soon became clear when the bodywork remains were 
removed. The door posts had rotted out and a piece of concrete reinforcing rod had been 
tack welded to the chassis and the rot “made good” with concrete. The wings has also been 
given a generous fillet of concrete underneath to support them where they had also rotted! 
However and most importantly, the parts missing from DRX 67 were all in good condition 
and the engine and running gear were the correct model year. The rusted-through side 
members and the mutilated bodywork were scrapped. The chassis crack was soon welded up 
and the missing parts reinstated.  
 
Lack of appropriate workshop facilities meant that initial restoration work was slow and then 
a house removal brought things to a complete standstill. After a few years, the car was 
entrusted to Fiennes Engineering of Clanfield, Oxon who by then were well established as 
Derby Bentley specialists. They started from scratch rebuilding the mechanical components 
whilst Clanfield Restorations recreated the body work using the photographs from the 
Bowers archive as their guide. The original paint colour was discovered under numerous 
other shades in the chassis side valences, one of the few pieces of original bodywork. It was a 
metallic green and the closest match was a Saab colour. Metallic paints, whilst far from 
common, were already available in the 1930s. It was sprayed using traditional cellulose paint.  

It was on the road again for the first time in late 1992 but was initially breathing through a 
single Zenith carburettor as it was impossible to locate suitable superchargers. It was not until 
Robert Spikins showed the author a photograph of the installation that it became possible to 
identify the model of supercharger originally employed (260AH) and to recreate the drive and 
induction systems. The supercharger installation (see image on page 31) was completed in 
2006, but needed a considerable amount of debugging.      

Neil Thorp 
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HIGH FLIERS 
 
Whilst trying to find a high resolution image of the Light Sports Tourer cresting the 
Brooklands test hill for Australian member Bob Wilson to display on his Club’s “bragging” 
wall, I stumbled on another such picture. I also queried whether or not the driver in The 
Autocar road test, H.S. Linfield, was indeed smoking a pipe as I could not distinguish a bowl. 
John Dyson has disabused me of that notion writing: 

The image accompanying The Autocar road test caused no little controversy at the time, with 
correspondents claiming that it was a 'montage' or had somehow or other had been faked. 
These allegations were refuted and, subsequently, H.S. Linfield admitted to being 
thoughtlessly careless in having a pipe in his mouth.  
 
The other picture (facing page) was found by Ken Mummery in the Brooklands Club House 
library about 40 years ago. Ken was an avid member of the Brooklands Society before the war 
and as a very young man he had regularly attended the Track with his Railton, an early dhc 
that he had been given as a 21st birthday present. He identified the driver as R.R.K. Marker 
which could make sense, he being another habitué of the place. This picture appeared in the 
Bulletin many years ago. Whatever, it came in quite handy when the Club took space at one of 
those events that Brooklands like to organise as a money-spinner, and wanted to use the 
Linfield photo as a backdrop for something. Haymarket required an exorbitant fee, so 
recourse was made to the alternative. 
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Not to be outdone, shown below is a picture of the Editorial Hudson as reported by The 
Motor in its report of July 5th 1938 of the JCC Members’ Day at Brooklands. It recorded that 
 " . . . . WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE." To C. G. Fitt’s Hudson Special goes the unofficial 
prize for longest leap in the Test Hill Sweepstake. Fitt, in his own words, “ stayed up so long I wondered 
whether I was ever coming down." In spite of this praiseworthy effort, however, he failed to win an 
official reward."
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PHOTO DISCOVERIES 
 
Through the generosity of Jan Roosenburg the Club has the following images in its archives. 

Firstly this Fairmile I photo which was found on eBay. Its registration was not known to the 
Club but there is nothing particularly remarkable about the car apart from the weird angle of 
the headlamps and wipers.  [N.B. John Gould’s Fairmile I has the wipers at the base of the 
screen.] Middlesex MG registrations were issued between 1930 and 1949 so that is no use in 
dating the car, but going by the other MG numbers in the Club database it would have been 
registered around August or September 1935; it may be a University Motors supplied car. It is 
difficult to tell from the rather dark image what the badges might be but the one on the near 
side could be B.A.R.C. and the other M.C.C.; it is too blurred to discern much about the one 
in the centre. The headlamp directions look too precisely placed to be the result of loose 
circlips on the mounting pillars. As to the wipers, is it what happens when not properly 
'parked'? 
 
The second image is a design for the Sportsman’s Coupé by Ranalah. On the back is a note 
written by the designer but we do not know who wrote it. The vendor suggested it was Reid 
Railton but comparison with a known sample of Reid Railton’s handwriting soon showed that 
this was not him. Jan also acquired from the same source a similarly endorsed Lancia image 
which offers more clues. John Dyson has investigated who might have written these 
endorsements and the results of his research is on pages 19 – 24.  
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Hedley Francis writes that: 
I’ve been doing some 
family history research and 
came across these photos 
of my grandfather-in-law’s 
car, believed to be a Railton 
(also there was a comment 
that this was a faster 
aluminium bodied one). 
I’m guessing from a quick 
look at your website that it 
might be a straight 8 of 
some variety. 
 

 
 
The second photo appears to be 
the Scottish Rally (it’s Garron 
Bridge, Inveraray). 
 
 
 
 

The sign on the car in the 
third image says Welsh Rally 
and Buxton (I’m not sure if 
that’s Buxton the place, 
which suspiciously isn’t in 
Wales, or if Buxton was the 
driver). The number plate of 
the car is JP 243. The owner 
was Dr I.H. Syed (in the 
driver’s seat in the first 
photo). 

Donald Cowbourne’s British Rally Drivers, their cars and Awards gives Dr Iqbal Hossin Syed as 
entering a Railton in the 1935 RSAC rally and coming 4th out of 25 in his class. (He was confused with 
VL Seyd who drove a Morris in the published awards!)  
Syed is not listed as a Welsh Rally entrant however.   Ed. 
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WHOSE HANDWRITING? 
The ever-vigilant Jan Roosenburg spotted the two images for sale on EBay (reproduced 
herewith) which had handwritten notes on the back, as shown. 

The vendor claimed the writing was that of Reid Railton and was asking a commensurate 
price, but quickly withdrew the attribution and reduced the cost, when it was pointed out that 
this was very unlikely, especially as R.A.R. had not long before read a Paper to the Society of 
Automobile Engineers (S.A.E.) on the design of ‘Blue Bird’, which naturally included its 
aerodynamic development. So, who might the writer have been, it being of interest to know 
who designed the ‘Sportsman’s Coupé’ and perhaps other Ranalah bodywork for Railtons? 

“This is a reproduction of a Railton 
Coupé I designed and is taken from my 

actual drawing. It is a photograph of the 
drawing actually. 

This is a model distributed by Thomson 
& Taylor Ltd of Brooklands and is a 
body style made especially for them. 

I am enclosing photos of the actual car 
when produced shewing the production 

as being fairly accurate to my design.” 
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Obviously these notes were written sometime in 
1937/38, to A.N.Other presumably in America. The 
assertion of the writer to be the designer of the body on 
the Lancia ‘Augusta’ (top of facing page) is challenged by 
Nick Walker (A – Z of Coachbuilders 1919 – 1960) and by 
Barrie Down (Art Deco and British Car Design) who both 
state it to be by March. It apparently quickly lost the 
‘faired-in’ headlamps. The 1934 Olympia Motor Show 
Guide lists amongst the exhibits on the Lancia stand no. 
98, a “Coachbuilt 4-seater streamlined Saloon” on a 
standard ‘Augusta’ chassis, priced at £575.  The inset 
photo (facing page top right) seems to be the rather 
crowded Lancia stand, adjacent to the Motor Union 
Insurance Co. Ltd. and the “Ladies’. The coachbuilder is 
unattributed, but is known to have been John Charles 
(Ranalah).  

 “A body I designed and constructed under my 

supervision three years ago.   Exhibited at the 

Olympia Motor Show [actually 1934 – J.D.] and was 

considered too far advanced as streamlining was 

then very little known over here.  I worked this job 

out on Aerodynamic principles learned from a 

course I went through from the Technological 

Institute of Great Britain [see Footnote below *], on 

Aerodynamics.    (I) Consider it well in advance of 

present-day design.    Chassis basically was a 

Lancia, but by the time I had finished only the 

engine and chassis frame remained standard.” 

*Footnote 
Jan Roosenburg found this 
reference to the course:  
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 Above right, from La Lancia, Oude Weerninck, M.R.P.).   Above left, a Bowers image from Lancia by 
Michael Frostik, Dalton Watson 1976.    

On nearby stand no. 4, John Charles 
& Co. Ltd. were showing (as the 
swansong of an already insolvent 
company) a Lagonda M45 two-door 
saloon (at £1,025), an Alvis ‘Speed 
Twenty’ Folding Head Foursome 
Coupé (£895) both by ‘Brainsby 
Woollard’, a Lancia ‘Astura’ 4-door 
streamlined saloon (£1,045) and a 
Lanchester 18h.p. 4-door Sports 
Saloon (£680) these last two having 

‘Ranalah’ coachwork. Note the 
differing attribution of the 
bodywork. The similarity 
between the Lancia (right) and 
the ‘Augusta’ (top of page) is 
obvious.  
 
N.B. The Lagonda (pictured 
above) is currently for sale at 
£340,000. 

Freddie March had enormous flair as a coachwork designer, mostly of sporting bodies, but he 

could not have been involved with the Railton “Sportsman’s Coupé”, to be produced for 

Thomson & Taylor, a rival concern of Kevill-Davies and March (who were already Brough 

Superior distributors), and in any case he was probably more concerned with the daunting 

prospect of ducal responsibilities being shortly to become the 9th Duke of Richmond and 

Gordon. So, in spite of the assertions of  Nick Walker and Barrie Down, Freddie March can 

be ruled out as the designer and so also ruled out as the author of the photographs’ 

endorsements. 

There are three other candidates for authorship who worked at John Charles Ranalah, namely 
Richard F. Mead,  F. Brainsby Woollard and H.W. Allingham. 
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The name of Richard F. Mead (1915 – 1992) has often been mentioned in connection with 
Ranalah and it is possible to establish the following approximate chronology for most of 
Mead’s activities in the 1930s based on information which he himself provided in various 
conversations. 
 

“Under age”. Started work at Corsica but was sacked when his age was discovered. 

Since he was born in 1915, this must refer to a period as early as 1928/9. It is not clear 

why he was in London (did he run away from home?) when his father is believed to 

have been in Birmingham. 

Circa 1931. Worked with his father at Morris Commercial coachworks in Adderley 

Park, Birmingham, mainly on light commercial vehicles. 

Circa 1932. Mead’s father and partners established Meredith Coachcraft to build the 

‘Trinity’ body design. Mead also worked there but left, apparently in early 1934, when 

the company closed. 

Mead then stated that he worked at Marendaz, John Charles (on Railtons), Corsica at 

Cricklewood (on a variety of Bentleys & Mercedes) and Newns at Thames Ditton (on 

pillarless Lagonda Rapiers). Mead moved to Corsica before 1937. 

WWII. Mead worked at Jensen. 

1946. Mead established his own coachbuilding company at Dorridge, where, amongst 

others he built special bodies for the Jowett ‘Jupiter’, and was responsible for the 

Rover ‘Marauder’.    He sold the business in 1958, moving first to Rhodesia before 

relocating to North Ireland. 

While the detailed chronology from early 1934 onward is somewhat hazy, we do seem to 

have Mead’s testimony that he worked at John Charles. We also know that he worked at 

Ranalah, being succeeded by one C.J.Peck. There is little question that he was precocious 

(and far more experienced than Geoffrey Durtnal at the same age), that the timeline for 

1934/5 would align (since he was no longer involved with Meredith by early 1934) and that 

he had an ‘eye’ for stylish design, as is evidenced by at least one of the re-bodies which he 

carried out on Derby Bentleys post-war. He was also of an age to be attracted by a course at 

the T.I.G.B. If the handwriting on the two documents is from the same hand, it would not 

preclude Mead’s authorship. However, Dick Serjeantson has produced a letter from Richard 

Mead, the hand-writing of which bears no resemblance to that on the images, which 

effectively rules him out as the designer. 

Frank Brainsby Woollard (F.B.W.) is thought to be the son of C.W. Woollard; it was 
common then to be given a mother’s maiden name as a middle name and so it was with 
F.B.W. 
 
The Peterborough coachbuilder Brainsby’s had been owned by C.W. Woollard’s father-in-
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law, Thomas Brainsby, but ca 1888 C.W.W. gained sole control. F.B.W. was involved with 
coachbuilding, being formerly of his father’s Peterborough business, but there is no evidence 
that he was a coachwork designer. In 1915 Frank Brainsby Woollard was listed at 21 Panton 
Street, S.W.1 as a ‘consulting coach builder’. 
 
By November 1921 the Lancefield Motor Body Works Ltd was established in Lancefield St, 
London W10. An article in The Motor November 2 1921 makes it clear that the company was 
recently established but includes photos of completed cars, suggesting that the date of 
establishment may have been earlier in 1921, perhaps Spring/Summer.  F.B.W. was a 
director and the Panton St address given as the ‘London office’. The business was short-
lived and in November 1922 a petition to wind up the company was presented by creditors 
including F.B.W., with an affidavit by H.J.Gaisford. Another document shows that 
H.J.Gaisford, E.G.Gaisford and G.A.Worboys were employees of Lancefield Motor Body 
Works Ltd and were owed wages. 
 
In late 1922 or early 1923 the firm of Gaisford and Worboys was established by the two 
Gaisford brothers and George Worboys.. They started work in one of the former Lancefield 
Motor Body Works Ltd addresses in Lancefield St. but the Gaisford and Worboys company 
name was relatively short-lived and the company soon became The Lancefield Coachworks 
Ltd. 
 
F.B.W. appears to have acted as a sales agent after the liquidation of the original Lancefield 
Motor Body Works Ltd, being described by the last surviving Gaisford as a ‘middleman’, i.e. 
effectively a coachwork broker. It is probable that that the majority of bodies carrying 
Brainsby Woollard coachbuilder plates were actually bodied by Lancefield and indeed some 
later bodies actually bear a combined Brainsby Woollard & Lancefield plate. By late 1933/
early 1934 H.J.Gaisford, who was a shrewd, not to say hard-headed, businessman, may have 
felt that Lancefield no longer had need of F.B.W. Whatever the reason F.B.W. departed to 
John Charles. However, no mention is known of F.B.W. in relation to the reincarnation of 
John Charles as Ranalah. 
 
He too is therefore not a likely candidate as the author of the endorsements on the 
photographs. 
 
As an aside, the only known body on a 
Hudson chassis built by Lancefield is the 
bizarre ‘Transcontinental Saloon’ built on 
the Parallelite principle, patented by R. 
Haworth-Booth and exhibited on Stand 37 
at the 1935 Olympia Motor Show, priced at 
£795.  
 
We are assured that the driver would soon 
get used to a fourth front-seat passenger 
sitting on his right! 
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Much confusion arises because there were two Henry William Allinghams who were both 
coachwork designers. The younger Henry William Allingham (6 June 1896 – 18 July 2009) 
was an English supercentenarian and the longest-lived man ever recorded from the United 
Kingdom. He spent the vast majority of his professional life as an engineer; his employers 
included Thorns Car Body Makers, Vickers, General Motors and H.J. Mulliner. He started 
his longest stretch of employment in 1934 designing new car bodies for the Ford Motor 
Company at their Dagenham plant which had opened only a few years previously in 1931. 
After the Second World War Allingham continued to work for Ford until he retired in 1961. 
He is NOT the H.W. Allingham who could have written the endorsements. 
 
The earlier Henry William Allingham (1882-1960) (H.W.A.) was associated with Chalmers & 
Hoyer (Hoyal) from 1921, having gained industrial experience pre-World War One. He 
acted as sales manager (his name was combined with Hoyer to trade as ‘Hoyal’) and for 
many years Hoyal traded successfully until finally succumbing to the recession in 1931. 
Allingham then set up as an independent designer, working from a central London office, 
providing drawings for many coachbuilders who did not have ‘in house’ facilities. His clients 
encompassed manufacturers such as Carbodies, Motor Bodies, Offord, Whittingham & 
Mitchel, et al., and perhaps his most notable effort was the M.G. PA ‘Airline coupé’ (see 
below) where a similarity with the Lancia on page 21 may possibly be discerned. 
 
In 1934 H.W.A formed 
Vehicle Developments Ltd 
in conjunction with Ambi-
Budd in Germany, to 
deve lop s tandard i sed 
components for small 
coachbuilders to incorporate 
in to the ir  produc ts , 
especially a pressed-steel 
door and support pillar for 
drophead coupés.   This 
company folded in 1937. 
 
Tom Clarke has been able 
to locate Allingham’s 
application for membership 
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, in which the handwriting appears to be the same 
as that on the two images. So it would seem safe to assume that H.W. Allingham was 
responsible for both the Railton ‘Sportsman’s Coupé’ and the Lancia ‘Augusta’.  
 
John Dyson 
 
(Thanks as ever to Jan Roosenburg, Nigel Smith, James Fack, Tom Clarke and Dick Serjeantson for their 
help with the foregoing and to Neil Thorp for sorting it all out.) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercentenarian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ford_Motor_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ford_Motor_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dagenham
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CORRESPONDENCE 

From Ivan Zaremba (this letter first appeared in White Triangle News) 
We had a busy time at Monterey driving back and forth between Laguna Seca and Pebble 
Beach usually twice a day. We hit the Pebble Beach Tour start at 6:30a.m. on Thursday, the 
race track at 7a.m. Friday and Saturday and Pebble Beach at 8a.m. on Sunday. We attended 
the Gooding Pebble Beach auction on Friday evening and saw the Ferrari 250 LWB 
California Spyder I restored sell for $10,000,000. The 1923 Hispano-Suiza H6B I restored 
performed quite well, was much admired by the Pebble judges and won the Alec Ullman 
award in the show. I was chief class judge for the Carrera Panamerica class cars.  

 
As part of the Monterey historic race reunion at Laguna Seca Raceway, I ran my 1935 Railton 
LST in a relatively small pre-war racing group. I had some problems with 3rd gear which 
slowed my normal performance, but the Hudson 8 engine ran without missing a beat – we 
finished the event and upheld the honour of Hudson 8s. I plan to show off my 1933 Essex 
Terraplane convertible at San Simeon in October. 

From Allan Lloyd 
The photograph in John Dyson's article on R.E.A.L. of the line-up of the original four 
Commer LN vans (a fifth was added later) commissioned to transport Reginald Foort's 
'Gigantic Organ' with which he toured Britain between 1938 and 1940 sent me delving into 
my library for a book called Wood, WurliTzer and Wesley by my old friend, the late Maurice 
Sanders. Maurice was a life-long timber man (who also ran a WurliTzer dealership on the 
side), and after ill-health forced him to retire he travelled the country seeking out characters 
from the timber trade and collecting their stories and a wonderful archive of photographs, 
which he had published in three volumes; Stories of Round Timber Haulage, Men, Mud and 
Machines and WWW. The Reginald Foort story is recounted in some detail in the latter. 
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MS makes no mention of R.E.A.L.; instead 
he says that the bodies were built by 
Normand Ltd of Park Royal. Normand was 
the vehicle engineering and body-building 
division of J. Lyons, but it took on outside 
contracts as well. I suggest that what 
probably happened was that R.E.A.L. built 
the bare bodies, and Normand fitted them 
out with the various ramps, winches, racks 
and lashing points that were needed to 
secure the numerous components of the 
vast instrument. And vast it was; built by the 
Moller Corporation it had a five-manual 
console and 27 ranks containing 2370 pipes 
– without doubt the largest organ ever to 
travel on tour. 

 
Reginald Foort was a superstar in his day. 
He was the first BBC resident organist, 
taking charge of the Corporation's Compton 
which was installed in 1936. He resigned in 
1938 to commence his tour with the Moller, 
to be replaced at the BBC by Sandy 
MacPherson. The tour lasted into 1940 
before the exigencies of war forced the show 
off the road, with some of the Commers 
being requisitioned by the RAF. According 
to Maurice Sanders, Foort had played 118 
venues with the Moller being erected 167 
times by the road crew of 15. When the 
BBC's Compton was destroyed by German 
bombs they bought the Moller and had it 
installed in London, from where Sandy 
MacP. broadcast many programmes 
throughout the duration. The organ was 
finally pensioned off by the Corporation in 
1963. It now forms the centre-piece of the 
huge Civic Centre in Pasadena, California. 
 

All in all, an extraordinary story from a remarkable era, a time of great style, great 
entertainment, great technical advance; the Reginald Foort Roadshow could not have 
happened in any other decade but the thirties. This was also the time of great cars; of 
individuality, panache and elegance unmatched in any other decade – the time of our cars. 

Reginald Foort with the console of the 
Moller when it was in America,  

MacPherson playing a wartime 
programme after the instrument 
had been installed at the BBC. 
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From Mike Garland  
Mike responded to the request to check the register by sending us pictures of the Hudson cars 
(and others) that he owns. In particular this 1942 Commodoare 8 type 24 registration LXS 
659, shown here with its stablemates an 1949 Austin A40 Devon and an 1987 Cursor 
microcar. (N.B. The Cursor has very recently been sold.) 

Mike also sent images of the 1935 Hudson Terraplane big six, YJ 2474, he owned until 2007. 
It went to Cornwall to become a wedding car and was subsequently painted dark blue or 
black; regrettably its current owner has not joined the Club. 

From Allan Lloyd 
I wonder if you have seen the attached photos before? (see page 28) I came across them 
while researching another subject altogether, and would not have given them a second glance 
had I not noticed that one of the visible car radiators looked familiar.  
 
This gruesome accident happened on the Kingston By-pass and the car on top appears to be 
a Hudson, with the hubcaps seeming to declare it to be a Terraplane 6. Although a crude 
attempt has been made to obscure the number plates of the cars and the faces of the 
bystanders, I read the registration of the Hudson as ALM 431, which is a London number of 
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July or August 1933. In the other 
photo the saloon is unobscured as 
EPC 613, a Surrey C.C. reg. of June 
1936. This is (was) a Rover 10hp. The 
third car (on its side but not shown 
here) is a small tourer which by the 
look of the radiator might be a Morris, 
but the unusual bracing of the front 
axle would indicate otherwise. I 
imagine that all three cars were written 
off as a result of this carnage – God 
knows what happened to the drivers 
and any other occupants of them. 
 
Sadly these pictures illustrate an all too 
common occurrence of the 1930s 
when serious road accidents were 
frequent and the death and injury toll 
enormous, with around twice the 
fatalities of today from less than a 
tenth of the number of vehicles on the 
road. Photographs like these are a 
grim reminder that the thirties were 
not an entirely golden era of freedom 
and style, and that there is always a 
dark side to life in any period of history. 

The images are copyright so this is just a small 
detail from one of them . 

From Peter Phipps 
 
Just been to see DPF 89, the 
Abbot-bodied tourer.  
 
It is off to get carpet hood 
and soft furnishings on 
Wednesday 15th December. 
 
Fired up, it sounds glorious; I 
thought it could never 
happen. 
 
[The seats shown here are from a 
Capri and will be replaced with 
something more appropriate! –
Ed.] 
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MORE ON MOTOR BODIES AND 
ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 

 
It may be recalled that the advert (see below) caused some interest in R.R. circles as to the 
identity of the chassis and authenticity of the body. In a recent email that tireless historian and 
R.R. authority, Tom Clarke revealed that after much research, he had unearthed the chassis 
number and early history of the car: 
 

“I’ve just discovered that the Silver Ghost shown in the Motor Bodies advert that caused 
us so much grief was 1914 chassis 53UB. 
 
This was a Barker ‘torpedo’ registered PA 7099 with Harry Hawker in 1919. He sold it to 
Eric Barnett Gammon of Petersfield who had it re-bodied by Motor Bodies and re-
registered as HO 7108 (to look like HOT 108). Gammon also got 1915 X26AC (a re-built 
armoured car chassis not actually fitted with its armoured body) which Malcolm Campbell 
sold him in 1925 with a new Offord tourer body. 
 
What a tortuous path this has been! I suspect it was Hawker who recommended Motor 
Bodies to Gammon.”  

 
Inadvertently omitted from the original 
survey of M.B. & E. Co. Ltd’s activities was 
any reference to the many tourers built at 
Holloway. Some representative examples are 
shown here: 
 
In 1935, crewed by S.C.H. (Sammy) Davis, 
Kay Petre and Charles Brackenbury (L to R in 
this image), CPB 471 was driven into 31st 
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place in the Monte Carlo Rally, 
starting from Umea. Sammy 
Davis was Sports Editor 
(“Casque”) of The Autocar, and 
in 1934 he had driven APH 
119 (a Ranalah tourer) in the 
Rally from John O’Groats. For 
a full account of his journeys 
see his book Rallies and Trials. 
 

 
AYK 923 was originally 
owned by Michael Straight, 
younger brother of Witney, 
the talented racing driver, and 
is now in Australia with Jim 
Scammell, who wrote a 
detailed history of the car 
describing its performance in 
the 1934 South African Grand 
Prix, where it was placed third. 
It emerged some years ago 
that Michael Straight HAD 
been involved with the 
Cambridge spy ring and the 

the defectors Burgess, Maclean and Philby. This is all documented in the Bulletin of March/
April 2015. Jim continues to campaign the car in suitable events 'Down Under' such as the 
2017 Rob Roy hillclimb shown here. 
 
BBB 414 started life as a standard 
Berkeley tourer but suffered early on a 
dramatic incident so was rebuilt on a 
shortened chassis with a ‘bob-tail’ 
Berkeley tourer body. Here it is seen in 
an unknown Trial, with owner Donald 
Maclean, second son of Lord Maclean, 
suffering rather from “badgeitis”. 
Donald Maclean is always confused with 
the other notorious Donald Maclean, 
(they were roughly contemporaries at 
Cambridge) later to gain fame as a 
member of the spy ring with Guy 
Burgess, Michael Straight, et al. It would 
surely have stretched the realms of 
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coincidence too far if two Cambridge spies had owned Berkeley tourers!  The car has been in 
America for many years, last heard of with Pete McManus.   
 
John Dyson 

BBB 414 when owned 
by Ronald Hoare, 

standing in front of 
Whittlebury School 

 
Continued from p. 13: The supercharger installation in the Spikins Hudson 
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TECHNICAL TIPS 
Spark Lead Trunking 
The original plug lead support is a chrome plated steel fabrication with a sweeping tube 
leading into it. Mike Stenhouse found that on the Sargent Special it was causing the plug leads 
to track when they were damp or wet, so made a replacement using 1½" nominal bore upvc 
pipe & fittings (plastic household waste pipe).  The connections in the distributor cap were 
straight and he used straight suppressed plug connectors. This way everything was well clear 
of the exhaust manifold. It might not be as elegant as the original fitting but does the job 
better. 

Graeme Whiting reported recently that his car too had acquired a misfire with what appeared 
to be two cylinders not “always” firing. On investigation, he found earthing from at least one 
HT lead, so made up new HT leads and an aluminium tray for the HT leads to lie along 
which in hindsight should’ve been plastic or something similarly non-conducting.  

Sunroof 
In the last Bulletin  the Editor  asked if anyone could help with a sunroof for the Fairmile fhc. 
Vic Mangold made contact and offered one which had been removed from a Hudson saloon 
which he had restored for his wedding hire business. The bride rarely appreciates rainwater 
dripping on her dress so Vic had removed the sliding roof completely during restoration. 
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RADIATOR MASCOT 
 

Some of the advertisements that have featured 
on the Bulletin back cover show the art deco 
‘R’  badge on the radiator cap. Where were 
they from originally? They were certainly not a 
catalogued extra from Cobham, so possibly 
something the Sales Department at T & T 
dreamed up as they are evident only in their 
advertisements. They may possibly have been 
offered by the likes of Gamages, but the 
market would have been so small as to be 
hardly worth the bother. There is a unique 
version with wings on the Rippon-bodied 
saloon but that would have been a special 
commission. Does anyone know more about 
their origin? 

Although in very poor condition, and too large for the  Fairmile it had enough components 
and slide to be repaired and could readily be shortened. It took a while to locate the all-
important  operating mechanism but it turned up eventually. 
 
It took a little while to piece things together but it 
appears that the sliding portion is guided by a runner on 
the brass frame of the opening and by a pivoting runner  
sliding on the brass rail  under the non-opening part. 
This has a cam (circled & inset) at its front which lifts 
the sunroof  up as it is brought into the closed position 
thereby making it flush with the roof.  
 
The roof was made by Metro Sliding 
Roof  under patent numbers 294277 & 
310088 & Pytchley licence nos. 267173, 
2268256.  Interestingly, although it was 
fitted to a standard Hudson body which 
would have been imported, it was clearly 
a U.K. manufactured product fitted by 
the Chiswick factory as an extra. 
 
I am indebted to Vic for making this 
available to enable the restoration to 
progress. 
 
Neil Thorp 
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MARKET PLACE 
 
Free of Charge 

White Triangle News, the official publication of the Hudson-Essex-Terraplane Club.  
Volume III 1962, to Volume XXXXVI 2005, majority hard bound in 23 Volumes, together 
with other items of Hudson Memorabilia.  
Contact John Dyson  07568 323291; E-mail: dyson.john@btinternet.com  

 
Engines & general spares for sale 
2.6 litre 6-cylinder complete with ancillaries. This is a large port rebuilt by Hudson Motor Co. 
and is in very good order, the second is an older engine. Other spares from years 1932 – 38 
include gearboxes, differentials, steering boxes, axles,  wheels, suspension components 
radiators, some body parts including a 1936 Terraplane grille, 40 (!) half-shafts covering years 
1924 to 1950. All items in Northants. 
Contact Vic Mangold  Telephone 01536 233707 
 
More Spares for Sale 
The Spares Registrar has a space problem due to receipt of stock from the late members Pat 
McDonald and Bryan Tyrrell. To create some space, I wish to dispose of various items that 
do not fit in with the Club Spares Scheme. Please contact me by phone or email for further 
details. Telephone:  01132 504896  E-mail: spares@railton.org 
 
1  W1 Carter Carburettor, casting number 71, no brass tag (330S), part of mounting flange 

broken/missing (an easy repair - I have done it on my carburettor), otherwise complete, 
needs overhaul. (1935 Hudson 8-cylinder).  £75.00 

1 WA-1 Carter Carburettor, casting number 348, no brass tag 494S, complete, needs 
overhaul.  £75.00 

1 WDO Carter Carburettor, casting number 342, brass tag 503S, complete, needs 
overhaul.  £50.00 

1 WDO Carter Carburettor, casting number 279, no brass tag (455S?), missing part of 
automatic choke, needs overhaul.  (1940-41 Hudson 8-cylinder).  £50.00 

1 WDO Carter Carburettor, casting number 542, no brass tag (648S?), complete, needs 
overhaul.  (1948-49 Hudson 8-cylinder).  £50.00 

1 WDO Carter Carburettor, casting number 564, no brass tag, missing part of automatic 
choke, needs overhaul.  £50.00 

1 WDG Carter Carburettor, casting number 771, brass tag 776S, complete, needs 
overhaul. (1950-53 Hudson 6-cylinder).  £50.00 

1 WDG Carter Carburettor, casting number 771, no brass tag, complete, needs overhaul. 
(1950-53 Hudson 6-cylinder).  £50.00 

1 Autolite Voltage Regulator.  6 Volt.  Chrome Cover.  £25.00 
1 Lucas Fusebox/Voltage Regulator. Type CJR3.  6 Volt.  £25.00 
1 Lucas Voltage Regulator.  Type CJR2.  6 Volt.  £25.00 
2 Stainless Steel Exhaust Downpipes.  1¾” inside diameter.  1934-35.  £50.00 
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CLUB SHOP – AVAILABILITY AND PRICES 

 

 Price U.K. Postage ROW Postage 

R.O.C. Car Badge £35.00 £1.32 £1.65 

R.O.C. Tie £10.00 £1.25 £1.43 

Embroidered badge (approx. 3 inch wide) £5.00 £0.70 £0.90 

History of the Railton £3.00 £0.70 £0.90 

Land Flying – The Terraplane by James Fack £8.00 £1.25 £1.65 

The Lost Coachbuilder – Atcherley by James Fack £9.00 £1.25 £1.65 

Railton & Brough Superior Gold Portfolio  £17.50 £3.50 £7.00 
(Brooklands Books) 

Coachcraft by John Dyson £16.00 £3.50 £7.00 

 

 
 
 
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: Contact the Secretary, Max Hunt.  Telephone: 01299 401135.  
E-mail:  secretary@railton.org 
 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE: Cheques (sterling only) for the total including postage should be made 
payable to to “Railton Owners Club” and post with your order to: Max Hunt, Secretary, Abberley 
Cottage, 7 Dowles Road, Bewdley, Worcestershire DY12 2EJ. 
 
VIA THE WEBSITE:  Go to www.railton.org and then click on Club Shop. (You do not need to Log 
in to the Member-Only pages to purchase items).  Scroll down and click on the Add to Cart button by 
the item(s) of your choice.  Checkout using PayPal. 
 
PAYMENT DIRECTLY FROM YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT: Registered users of PayPal can use 
the “Send Money” facility but you must send the money to treasurer@railton.org in sterling. Please 
add the following amounts to the total cost of your order including postage to cover PayPal fees.  Total 
up to £10 (add £0.50); up to £14 (add £0.75); up to £19 (add £1.00); up to £24 (add £1.25).  You can 
either list your order in the “message” area in PayPal or e-mail separately to Max Hunt. 
 
PAYMENT BY BACS: E-mail your order to Max Hunt and make a sterling BACS payment directly 
into the R.O.C. bank account. Quote reference of your surname/membership number so that we 
can identify the payment.  
HSBC Bank Sort Code: 40-17-04  Account Number: 91009877 
IBAN: GB52HBUK40170491009877   BIC:  HBUKGB4153R  

mailto:secretary@railton.org
http://www.railton.org



